# laNCO

Cabal for dummies!

The good tips to start a local group, how #laNCO did it.
Non-Cabale de l'Ouest

by Sébastien

Est. 2008

[[Mardi, c’est wiki]]
What do we do?
by Léa

Panels in the city
Regular workshops
GLAM
Events with friends
Wiki takes...
Wiki thursday

WP:10 in Rennes.
Key success factors

by Nicolas

Proximity
Regularity
Smoothness

Our table in our (former) favorite bar.
Difficulties to overcome
by Édouard

Getting known
Timidity
Biting more than you can chew
Discouragement
Ivory tower

Allegory of a Wikimedian's mission.

Titien, public domain
Elsewhere

by Pierre-Yves

Brest and Nantes
Taking advantage of the proximity
Help each community to find its way

#LaNCO helping other cabals to find their way.

Vassil, public domain
Recipe(s)?
by Benoît

“Hello, I'm Erminig!”

Be aware of others
Be active in your city
Progress at your own speed
Have a lot of fun
There is no magic recipe
Just be bold.
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